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“I love the Web based administration, which I can do even from home.
Especially on long weekends where I have to let the phone system
default to the auto attendant ...”
Larry Daryanani | Operations Manager

Summary
Company Name
RMXC, Inc.
Number of Phone Users
20
Industry
Radiology

Digital and analog medical imaging
distribution
Established in 1984, RMXC, Inc.
(Roentgen Medical X-Ray Company)
is one of the largest distributor of
digital and analog medical imaging
products & services in the United
States. Offering thousands of items
representing over 100 U.S. and
international manufacturers. Agfa,
Carestream Health, Fuji, Konica,
Quantum, Summit Genesis & MCI and
more.
Expensive growing pains

About
RMXC is a distributor of X-ray
equipment and supplies, and has
been in the industry since way back
in 1984.

Before UniVoIP RMXC had phone
service through Verizon & AT&T. ”We
grew through the years and also
bougth out companies. Their telephone
numbers got routed to us. By the time
the Univoip came on-board, we had
a very complicated phone system
setup and were looking to simplify
what we had” says Larry Daryanani,
RMXC Operations Manager “We also
were faced with outrageous monthly
telephone expenditures, which we
were looking to reduce”.
Unified Communications and big
savings on communication costs
UniVoIP Officeconnect is fully hosted
in the cloud and adding locations
and users to the system only takes
minutes.

UniVoIP connected all phone numbers
and locations into one unified
system that can be administered
from anywhere using only a Internet
browser.
By switching to UniVoIP phone solution
RMXC saved over $500 a month /
$6000 per year.
Feature rich and easy to use
“I love the Web based administration,
which I can do even from home.
Especially on long weekends where I
have to let the phone system default to
the auto attendant. There have been
times I’ve done this from home” says
Larry Daryanani, RMXC Operations
Manager. “Our old system was a really
old PBX at the back of the building
where it was constantly a challenge to
use it and get things done on it.”
One Suite Business Phone Solution
UniVoIP OfficeConnect® is an
unbeatable cloud-based business
phone solution for any size company
looking for enterprise-class features,
low-rate calling plans, reliability and
quality at a low and predictable price.
Designed with simplicity and everyday
business use in mind, OfficeConnect
offers an excellent selection of
monthly plans and phones to choose
from.
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